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Abstract- The area of the oilfield is much wider. Oil exhauster
continuous working for 24 hours. As the problem of petroleum being
stolen, transmission line being stolen, and transformer being stolen
exists which requires the strong secures management system. With
Consideration of the objective condition restriction of geographical
environment, the implementation of safe management for oilfield is
very difficult. We overcome these difficulties, which comes from
geographical environment. The cost is not only high if the fiber
cable would be lay between working station in the several tens of
square kilometers, but also need to put into a lot of human and
material resources with line maintenance and guard against theft. It
is a perfect scheme that remote wireless monitoring and control
system is established. The system is required to manage
the data received from the various site and providing the security by
managing and providing automatic controlling structure.

maintenance and guard against theft. It is a perfect
scheme that remote wireless monitoring and control
system is established. The method could solve problems
with highly efficient and rapid, also could reduce the
loss of country with effective, so it has the important
significance and social and economic benefits for the
dependability and the controllability of remote
communication.
Desktop Application By developing the desktop
application, it is easier to monitoring all the activities of
the oilfield. This includes the accessing the sensed data
from the different types of sensors like motion sensors,
gas sensor, chemical sensor and managing the databases
of the same. Administrator manages all the data, and if
any condition occurs, then he can control the entire thing
remotely. The communication between the application
software and the electronics devices takes place
wirelessly.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Production efficiency on domestic oilfield is urgently
needed to be improved because The international price
of petroleum has been kept at a high level in recent
years, new requirements for oilfield information
construction is raised. Construction of information and
digitalization become development direction for oilfield.
The Distribution State of working environment in
oilfield is very special. The site of oil-well is distributed
dispersedly. But distribution area is widely, oil
exhauster continuous working for 24 hours. Regional of
Perambulation for the site of oil-well is very vast,
meanwhile, as for the problem of petroleum being
stolen, transmission line being stolen, transformer being
stolen, which has been one of the important
management works. The cost is not only high if the fiber
cable would be lay between working station in the
several tens of square kilometers, but also need to put
into a lot of human and material resources with line

1) Function of oil well shutdown alarm ：
Wireless transmitter is installed on starter of the power
distribution box. When the oil well is shutdown and the
belt of pumping is fracture, it sends wireless information
and then passing through wireless receiver. The
information is sent to duty room and is received and is
taken by the operator on duty in real-time, so as to
reduce the time of oil well shutdown.
2) Function of oil well running alarm ：
After solve problems of fault, we need to make oil well
running. So, transmitter will send a message when the
oil well is restarted. The green lamp will be lighted, the
buzzer will send out monotone alarm sound when the
receiver receive a message with running alarm, which
suggested that the oil well could go normal.
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3) Function of power failure alarm ：
Wireless transmitter is installed on the power. The
wireless transmitter is automatically converted into
working state of DC battery of the internal when the
power stops, meanwhile, the wireless transmitter send a
message with power failure alarm , which is received by
the receiver and the operator on duty is suggested that a
warning signal.

receiver, another is a wireless transmitter, it receives the
information of the front-end alarm equipments and can
send message by the wireless transmitter.
The second level is consisting of a wireless receiver and
a wireless alarm controller in the system. The function
of a wireless receiver can receive the information of
some frontend launchers and send it to PC through
RS232 wireless communication with RF trans receiver.

4) Function of guard against theft oil alarm ：
The criminals must rotate the handle on the well
location when they steal oil. Because the remote control
as protection is installed on the handle, it will sent a
wireless signal to the launcher when the emergency of
theft is happened, then through secondary emission of
the launcher, the message will be received by the
receiver in the control center of several kilometers away,
the message to sound and to light will notice the duty
human. This will lead to the failure of criminals’
attaining their purpose.
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5) Function of the night patrol alarm ：
In order to ensure safe operation of the oil production,
the oil workers must be go everywhere and check the
equipment on time every day, it is because the well
location is not only widely distributed in oil, but also the
oil production adopt working state without watch.
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Figure 1.System structure of wireless security management

This system is of much benefit to night patrol and alarm
of diversification manager and adds the safety of
oilfield. The problem of the oil well’s equipment
unattended can is solved.

After the oil production workers arrive at the oil well
around several meters of the distribution box, to click
the button on the remote controller, and the remote
controller sent a message to the launcher, and then send
it to the host receiver in the control center to record the
number of the well location, the number of workers and
the time immediately.

III. WIRELESS DATA TRANSMIT ION
The embedded kit has a RF-Tran receiver for both the
data sending as well as data receiving purpose The
system designed in this article employ wireless system
in the front-end of data acquisition, which consists of oil
well shutdown alarm, oil well running alarm, power
failure alarm, oil stealing alarm, night patrol alarm.

II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
Using wireless and computer technologies, a security
managing system is designed, which can be used for
both areas of guard against theft and night patrol. It’s
structure adopts tow-level scheme, which is shown in
Figure 1. The first level is consist of a launcher and
some remote controllers ,which include wireless burglar
alarm, fault alarm, power-off alarm, self-checking alarm
and some wireless night patrol point.This system
operates on Linux on the server side which has the java
desktop application for managing the whole databases.
The launcher, which is more than 1W, is a wireless

A. Wireless acquisition function
According to actual situation of oilfield, the security
management should be complete a lot of wireless
acquisition function in this system.
1) Function of oil well shutdown alarm
Wireless transmitter is installed on starter of the power
distribution box. When the oil well is shutdown and the
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well location, the number of workers and the time
immediately.

belt of pumping is fracture, it sends wireless
information. And then passing through wireless receiver,
the information is sent to duty room and is received and
is taken by the operator on duty in real-time, so as to
reduce the time of oil well shutdown.

B. Hardware Structure
The first launcher and the second receiver are the
intelligent wireless equipment based on embedded. It is
consisted of data acquisition and storage module,
wireless communication module, device controlling
module, user setting module, display module and power
supply module. The block diagram of main circuit is
showed as figure2.

2) Function of oil well running alarm
After solve problems of fault, we need to make oil well
running. So, transmitter will send a message when the
oil well is restarted. The green lamp will be lighted, the
buzzer will send out monotone alarm sound when the
receiver receive a message with running alarm, which
suggested that the oil Well could go normal.
3) Function of power failure alarm
Wireless transmitter is installed on the power. The
wireless transmitter is automatically converted into
working state of DC battery of the internal when the
power stops, meanwhile, the wireless transmitter send a
message with power failure alarm , which is received by
the receiver and the operator on duty is suggested that a
warning signal. Because the first step of criminals will
stop the power when the electrical circuitry equipment is
destroyed. So, this function can widely used in many
situations, such as prevent the transmission line from
being stolen, prevent the transformer from being stolen
and so on.

The control platform of the security management uses
the AT Mega 8 microcontroller, it also have many serial
port and parallel port to collect and send out
information. In the launcher, we uses D ports as wireless
data receiver port through PT2272, Tout port as the end
of wireless emission with binary frequency shift
keying(2FSK) in software radio using arithmetic
method. Meanwhile, Receiver, which is located in the
control center with several kilometers away, receive the
signal and then uses Frequency-shift Signal
Demodulation. Figure 2 showing Hardware Structure of
system.

4) Function of guard against theft oil alarm
The criminals must rotate the handle on the well
location when they steal oil. Because the remote control
as protection is installed on the handle, it will sent a
wireless signal to the launcher when the emergency of
theft is happened, then through secondary emission of
the launcher, the message will be received by the
receiver in the control center of several kilometers away,
the message to sound and to light will notice the duty
human. This will lead to the failure of criminals’
attaining their purpose.
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5) Function of the night patrol alarm
In order to ensure safe operation of the oil production,
the oil workers must be go everywhere and check the
equipment on time every day, it is because the well
location is not only widely distributed in oil, but also the
oil production adopt working state without watch. After
the oil production workers arrive at the oil well around
several meters of the distribution box, to click the button
on the remote controller, and the remote controller sent a
message to the launcher, and then send it to the host
receiver in the control center to record the number of the
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Figure 2. Hardware structure of system

1) Data acquisition and Data emission: TXD Output
serial data at 9600 bps of 3V or 5V logic level, usually
connected to RXD pin of microcontrollers working at
5V or 3V. TE(Transmit Enable) This pin goes HIGH
during transmit mode. It can be used to enable PA if any
on RF module. Pin can be left unconnected if there is no
PA pin in RF module
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The System is able to receive all the oil well parameters
like the current oil level, temperature of oil well, power
supply status. This system enables central controlling
and manages the entire database and hence requires low
man power. This system has its wide use in the real life
too such as it can be used in military application to
recognize the position of the soldiers with the help of
motion sensors. This application can further extended to
have a neural network technology to recognize the theft.
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